stages of development, working backwards from full-term. So there were three full-term, or almost full-term women, all obtained in the years 1750-1751. Certainly it is unusual for full-term women to die. And Hunter was evasive about the source of his pregnant subjects, although he describes the second as having died 'of a flooding in the last month of pregnancy'. If the bodysnatchers dug up graves randomly, it would be highly unlikely they would find three full-term women in this space of time. But the bodysnatchers did not work randomly. Even in the mid-18th century, they had connections with gravediggers and sextons -in fact some of them were gravediggers and sextons -who knew who had died and where they were buried so they could arrange resurrections to order. When pregnant women died in hospital, those deaths were obviously known to doctors there who could simply order an exhumation (as Astley Cooper later described). Furthermore, when John Hunter mentioned the 'leading steps' to procuring a body being secret, he was probably referring to bodysnatching rather than murder. Surgeons were certainly discreet about this practicewith good reason. John's own house was mobbed when human remains were discovered being taken away and at least one 18th-century surgeon was prosecuted for receiving dead bodies. So while it is not impossible that the women in Hunter's and Smellie's atlases were murdered (it is not correct to describe them as being 'burked' since that term did not come into use until after the Burke and Hare murders in 1827) it is not possible to make out a case based on laws of probability.
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Shelton's response
It is clear from their comments that no respondent has elected to read the supporting evidence referred to in my paper, where 150 pages of facts and evidence discuss in detail the points now raised. 1 Camper's 1752 comment refers to the 20 line drawings, as he drew but one detailed drawing, plate 12. Hence, only 15 subjects were needed for Smellie's 39 plates and 17 for Hunter's 34 plates. In my full analysis, the 1750-1754 subjects are combined with those of Jenty and Shippen.
There was no network of resurrectionists in 1750-1754. Hunter's anatomy school commenced in late 1746 and he was the first anatomist to guarantee each student a subject. Prior to that, each London anatomist lectured upon one subject before his students, with single subjects resurrected as necessary. Resurrections were technically illegal, but condoned by authorities. Smellie never had an anatomy school and in 1750 Hunter only had about 50 students.
Undelivered subjects were extremely rare as doctors intervened to save the mother, or child if the mother died first. Applying MMR to Smellie's patient numbers infers one or two child-bed deaths per year, but undelivered cadavers were damaged by intervention and unsuitable as subjects.
As discussed in my analysis, resurrected cadavers were not fresh enough to reflect windows, as with Hunter's plate XXVI.
The supporting evidence shows murder was the only practical way for Hunter and Smellie to procure 20 fresh, undelivered cadavers within five years, when one, or perhaps two, undelivered subjects might have been expected, but those were rendered useless by intervention.
Even Hunter commented in his preface: 'the opportunities for dissecting the human pregnant uterus at leisure, very rarely occur. Indeed, to most anatomists, if they happen at all, it has been but once or twice in their whole lives.'
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